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Like most movements, I have learned that the definition of feminism has expanded

to include simply treating women like human beings.

(A thread for whoever feels like reading)

Neighborhood gents, what\u2019s something you\u2019ve learned about feminism (or gained a better understanding

of) that you think other men should know?

Note - the quoted is a friendly/good faith replier. https://t.co/048kuxxX6q

— feminist next door (@emrazz) February 19, 2021

I have observed feminists on Twitter advocating for rape victims to be heard, rapists to be held accountable, for people to

address the misogyny that is deeply rooted in our culture, and for women to be treated with respect.

To me, very easy things to get behind.

And the amount of pushback they receive for those very basic requests is appalling. I see men trip over themselves to

defend rape and rapists and misogyny every chance they get. Some accounts are completely dedicated to harassing

women on this site. It’s unhealthy.

Furthermore, I have observed how dedicated these misogynists are by how they treat other men that do not immediately

side with them. There is an entire lexicon they have created for men who do not openly treat women with disrespect.

Ex: simp, cuck, white knight, beta

All examples of terms they use to demean a man who respects women.

To paraphrase what a wise man on this app said:

Some men hate women so much, they hate men who don’t hate women

I often note how women’s struggles are similar to the struggles of POC. I note how they are different. 
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One stark difference is the amount of harassment received online. 

 

I have dealt with racists, every so often. They really can’t do much but hurl a slur then block.

Women have accounts stalk them for years. Constantly respond to their posts to harass, make new accounts when they are

blocked or suspended, try to get women’s accounts suspended through mass reporting.

They run obsessive campaigns.

And if you are a black woman, or a white woman who is with a black man, the harassment comes from “both groups”

(I put “both groups” in quotes because rarely are misogynists and racists not one and the same. )

So to summarize, through feminists I have learned about the struggles that women face just by reading their tweets.

I have learned that their concerns are 100% justified by reading the tweets of their enemies and trolls.
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